My introduction to pet birds was meeting a wonderful Cockatiel who lived at my Vet's office. This little guy talked and sang and recited poetry. I just had to have one of my own. I bought a Cockatiel from a local breeder and shortly thereafter purchased two pairs of finches; a pair of self-chocolate Society Finches and a pair of English Zebra Finches. I really wanted all Gouldians but I couldn't get two local breeders to sell me any. They felt that raising Goulds could be too disappointing for the beginner.

My two pairs of finches shortly expanded to three pairs when both of my Societies turned out to be males. That first spring the Society and Zebra parents raised about 15 youngsters. I was hooked.

So I added to my flock; more Zebras, more Societies, and finally Goulds. I converted my finches to an extruded diet, supplemented with a "Universal" mixture with insects and dried eggs. I also provided 'greens' every couple of days. I set up my breeding pairs again and waited ... and waited ... and waited.

Nest after nest of hatched but dead in the nest or hatched but thrown out of the nest was presented to me. I was horrified to find all these unfed, dried up little bodies in my breeding cages. The parents were eating well, but they weren't feeding with their babies. (In retrospect, I believe they wouldn't feed pellets to their babies because the pellet conversion was too short and too close to the breeding season.)

I read magazine articles and books on finch breeding, spoke to several breeders, and concluded that dead chicks represented "Nature taking its course." No one advised handfeeding.

Out of 10 breeding pairs, five babies survived. I was heartbroken, with more fertile eggs being incubated, I panicked. When the first egg hatched under a pair of Zebras, who had previously let their clutch starve, I watched nervously for a couple of hours waiting for them to feed the chicks. After about 12 hours I decided not to wait any longer. I removed the tiny, pink chick from the nest and placed him in a small Tupperware container with a plastic juice bottle filled with hot water, covered with a dish towel. I had some Kaytee Exact hand-feeding formula on hand and mixed it up a tiny amount in a shot glass. I also had sterilized syringes and catheter type feeding tubes from my days as a dog breeder. I drew the watery mixture into my syringe, opened the baby's beak, slid the syringe down the right side of the mouth, into the crop. I decided not to put him back with his parents and took on the responsibility for this tiny life myself.

I continued to feed the chick every two to three hours as his crop emptied. I also fed at 10 p.m., at 2 a.m. and 5 a.m. I took the baby to work and continued to feed him every couple of hours. When I returned home that afternoon, another Zebra baby was discovered in the same nest. I took this one out and fed him as I had the first one, then I put him back in the nest to see if the parents would take on their duties. Before I went to bed, the baby's crop was empty, and I fed him again. I did not feed him again, hoping the parents would get the idea and take over. The next day I left for work with my first chick; when I returned home that night, the second chick was dead. I was disappointed.

When I arose the morning of the fourth day, my chick's crop had not emptied from his 2 a.m. feeding. I took him to my avian veterinarian who was amazed that I had kept the little finch alive for four days. The vet did not know of anyone handraising Zebras. He advised me to buy some Pedialyte, a human baby preparation with electrolytes and sugars. The Pedialyte™ should be substituted for the handfeeding formula for the first 24 hours or so. He also advised me to add humidity to my baby's...
He was doing great! I began to feel confident that the little guy would make it. When I went to feed him his 7 p.m. meal on the fifth day, he was dead. How could he have been fine at 5 p.m., and gone by 7 p.m.? I was devastated.

One week later eggs under a pair of Society Finches who had not fed their first clutch started to hatch. I left them alone. Thinking I would work them into a frenzy with all my puttering around. One chick died at 24 hours of age. I pulled two other hatchlings from the nest and became their mother. Several finch breeder friends thought I was crazy.

At 12 hours of age I fed each chick .01 cc of Pedialyte™ and watched for the yolk sac, which was clearly visible on the abdomen of the chick, to disappear. As long as the yolk sac is visible, DO NOT OVERFEED. I continued with the Pedialyte every two hours until the chicks were 24 hours old. At this time I mixed a minute amount of Exact Hand-Feeding Formula with the Pedialyte and continued feeding for another 24 hours. The chicks were being fed about every two to three hours except at night. At three days of age the chicks were fed straight Exact Handfeeding formula. The amount of formula made at each feeding was less than one teaspoon for both chicks.

I took two more starving Society chicks to handraise when my original ones were about one week old. I tube fed these four chicks all the way to two to a good friend who had parrots for pets. I have never been able to hand-raise a Zebra Finch baby, even though I've tried a couple of times. I have given up... they are just too tiny. For Societies and Goulds I would go through this all again, rather than lose a whole nest of babies. However, with less "puttering around" on my part and no diet changes during the breeding season, my birds have become good parents and good feeders. I have many people who want a tame finch from me, but it's a lot of hard work and, sometimes, a lot of heartache. I have pulled 10 day old Society babies to handfeed specifically for pets.

I now use a small pipette to handfeed finch babies if the parents refuse to feed. Usually the parents will settle down and take over after a couple of supplemental feedings. If not, I pull the babies and assume the responsibility myself. The majority of my breeding pairs are now excellent parents and raise their own young. I have so many requests for tame Society Finches, I don't worry about them imprinting on humans and not their own kind. These birds are placed as companions, and not breeding stock.
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$269.00

5 YEAR WARRANTY

- Optional Hand-Carved Posts are available in limited quantity. Each post is truly "ONE OF A KIND"!

- Textured surface for maximum grip!

ENCLOSURE PERCHES
This is one perch you will not have to replace!

FREE CUSTOM SIZING!
12" thru 48" Range: $16.00 - $32.00 each

YOU WILL NOT FIND HIGHER QUALITY, LONGER LASTING PRODUCTS THAN WHITE BEAR.

AVIAN ENTERTAINMENT CENTER
- Perches easily removed & dishwasher safe
- Lexan® tray guards
- Multiple perching diameters
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- Shower
- Car
- Countertops
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30 LB. holding strength

FOR VETERINARY USE!
USED BY:
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WHITE BEAR PRODUCTS
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Find out why White Bear Products last a LIFETIME!

All White Bear Products have been designed using the advice of this country’s top avicultural veterinarians, insuring features that best promote the mental and physical strengths that will help make your bird the kind of companion you’ve always desired!
New, SUN SEED "SUNSCRIPTION" Mineral Treats are prescribed to provide essential calcium and minerals to supplement your bird's diet. Their unique shape is designed to encourage chewing exercise and help maintain proper beak condition. Your bird will find these colorful, fruit scented Mineral Treats attractive and a bright addition to its environment. The fruit scent helps keep your bird's cage smelling fresh. Choose from a variety of flavors. Two sizes are available for large and small birds.
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SUN SEED GUARANTEE
If you're not totally satisfied with a SUN SEED product, simply return the unused portion for replacement, substitution or a full refund.
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